This paper firstly analyzes the basic principle of generating fractal art graphics and the artistic features of graphics and then uses scientific visualization method to innovate and improve the theoretical model used in this paper. The generation principle and graphic characteristics of fractal graphics of complex dynamic system and L-system are mainly analyzed, and two kinds of art graphics-flower art graphics and geometric art graphics-have been developed. On this basis, the generated artistic figures are designed for the second time and then applied to the design of clothing patterns. By using MATLAB programming software to generate art graphics conforming to a specific style, combined with image processing software Photoshop to process and redesign the generated graphics, these art graphics can assist the design of clothing printing patterns and make patterns applicable for clothing fabrics. Finally, the fractal pattern theory is applied to silk scarves design and clothing fabric design through digital printing technology, which can fully reflect the practicability and superiority of clothing pattern design based on the fractal theory. Based on the experimental result, it shows that it is completely feasible to design clothing fabric printing patterns based on fractal theory, and the unusual artistic patterns designed have very considerable practical value. In addition, this method encourages creativity in the garment pattern design process and accelerates new design generation.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, fashion information is spreading faster and faster. Countless fashion brands and popular information are instilled in people's minds, affecting their dressing patterns [1] . In modern society, clothing is not only a tool for people to keep warm from the cold, but also an indispensable ornament in pursuit of individuality [2] . Therefore, clothing design plays an important role in guiding consumption and beautifying life, of which pattern design is a crucial link.
As we all know, art and mathematics have a profound connection. Artists can use mathematical ideas to create more profound art, and esthetic factors play a particularly important role in the study of mathematics; so, mathematics is regarded as an art usually [3] . The development of modern computer technology is to combine art and mathematics closely, and the beauty contained in mathematical formulas and theorems is gradually discovered and utilized by people in the field of art. Therefore, garment pattern designers began to focus on science and technology and mathematics, hoping that they could provide new design resources for garment pattern design [4] . The emergence of mathematical art graphics has injected fresh vitality into traditional clothing patterns.
In all kinds of mathematical forms, Euclid's geometry shows a strict esthetic order from strict symmetry to the use of golden ratio, and this order can be found everywhere in people's daily life, such as building design and city planning. However, with the deepening of scientific exploration and esthetic changes, the beauty of this form, which has lasted for thousands of years, can no longer meet people's esthetic needs. After all, European geometry can only accurately depict simple patterns rather than patterns in nature. After the middle of the nineteenth century, scholars began to explore various kinds of irregular phenomena in nature and discovered that many things are not regular, such as the outline of clouds, coastline, shape of lightning, and these irregular figures are obviously pale and dynamical less to describe with traditional Euclidean geometry [5] . Under this environment, the fractal geometry founded by the famous American French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot came into being [6] . Fractal geometry is a subject that takes irregular geometry as its research object, in which nature is regarded as a fine structure with infinite nesting levels and maintaining some self-similar properties at different scales. Therefore, fractal geometry is also called geometry describing nature [7] . After that, fractal design, fractal information, fractal art, and other applications have been derived from fractal geometry, thus forming a very popular and active new theory-fractal theory [8] .
The traditional pattern design and production are all done by hand. First, designers construct an artistic representation in the brain and then use different materials and techniques to display the artistic representation concretely [9] . However, due to the limitations of the designer's creative ability and imagination, the created pattern will also have certain deficiencies in form and type, and the creation cycle is long and the subsequent modification process is very cumbersome. Besides, there are still many pattern designs that are difficult or impossible to draw by hand. Traditional pattern design and production methods no longer meet the life rhythm and market demands of modern society. In order to enrich the form of clothing patterns and meet people's changeable psychological needs, designers need to find new ways suitable for clothing pattern design. The fractal pattern is drawn by computer graphics technology, which is a self-similar pattern with infinite fine structure and an embodiment of unpredictable beauty [10] , and the use of fractal can create a variety of artistic patterns with high resolution. Fractal graphics can be generated by computer programming; by changing parameters, various artistic patterns with different shapes can be generated. As a new design resource, fractal has attracted people's attention in the field of design.
Based on the aforementioned research background, this paper firstly analyzes the fractal theory and L-system generation method in Section 2. Based on the fractal theory described in Section 2, the computer pattern technology is combined with complex dynamical system theory to generate fractal art graphics by computer programming in Section 3, and the generation methods of clothing pattern in complex dynamical system are analyzed in detail. Combining with computer graphics technology, a series of source codes to generate geometric patterns that can meet people's esthetic needs are compiled in Section 4, to obtain the L-system design results of garment geometric patterns. Based on the aforementioned study results, a series of clothing pattern formation are presented in Section 5. Finally, the fractal pattern generation theory studied in this paper is applied to conduct the actual design of silk scarves and garment fabric patterns in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Method-fractal theory and L-system generation
In 1975, the founder of fractal theory Mandelbrot created the word "fractal" based on the word of "frangere" in the Latin language, which has two meanings of irregular and broken [11] . However, there is no strict mathematical definition of fractal at present, and there is only descriptive definition. For example, the British mathematician Falconer pointed out in the book "Mathematical Basis and Application of Fractal Geometry" that fractal should be defined as a set F with the following properties:
F is irregular and cannot be traced with traditional geometric language; the fractal dimension defined by F in some way is usually larger than the topological dimension of F; F has a fine structure and contains the whole in any small scale; F usually has some self-similarity and may be similar in statistical sense; the definition of F is usually very simple, perhaps recursive.
Fractal can be generally divided into two categories: random fractal and deterministic fractal, and the latter means that the same graph is still generated by repeating the same algorithm many times. Even if some random factors are added in the process of generating the graph, the obtained graph will remain unchanged. However, random fractal means that under the condition that the rules for generating fractal graphics are unchanged; the final generated graphics will be different due to the influence of random factors. Although random fractal has its own rules, the final generated graphics are unpredictable due to the introduction of random factors in the generation process, that is, the graphics produced by two operations in different time can have the same fractal dimension, but the shapes may be different, so random fractal has no repeatability.
There are mainly three methods to generate fractal graphics: complex iterative generation method, L-system generation method, and IFS generation method. At present, the L-system generation algorithm is commonly used for fractal pattern generation based on complex dynamic system, which is also the method used in this paper. The L-system was firstly used as a method to describe plant morphology and growth process and then developed into a method to simulate natural scenery in computer graphics, which was proposed by Danish biologist Aristid Lindenmayer in 1968 [12] . The working principle of L-system is very simple, which only operates on a few simple characters, of which core idea is string replacement. As a result, the L-system is actually a string rewriting system, based on which various fractal patterns are generated by generating a series of character strings, including not only many classical fractal patterns, but also simulate the shape of plants in nature, especially the branch structure of plants.
There are also several kinds of L-systems in detail. Generally, the so-called L-systems refer to defined L-systems, that is, DOL-system, which is the simplest type of graphical simulation system in the L-system family. The DOL-system is defined (D) and have zero interaction with the context (O) [13] , which is an ordered set of three elements {v, p, w}; v represents alphabet, v* represents all non-empty word sets on v, p belongs to v × v* that is a finite set of production forms, and w∈v* is a non-empty word called axiom. A production form (a, s)∈p can be written as a → s, and a and s are precursors and successors of production forms respectively.
The string of the L-system is also called turtle graph, of which basic idea is presented as follows: a state of turtle is defined as (x, y, α), where (x, y) representsthe position of turtle; the angle α is called the direction which is considered the direction the turtle faces. Given the angle increment δ and step d of the turtle's twisting direction, the commands that the turtle can respond to are described by the following symbols:
(1) f: move forward one step and draw a line, and the length is step d. After passing this command, the state of the turtle will change from (x, y, α) to (x' , y' , α), where
2) h: move forward one step, and the length is step d. The state change is the same as that of f command, but the turtle does not leave any trace of crawling, that is, not draw a line (3) R: draw a line segment to the right according to the given step d (4) L: draw a line segment to the left according to a given step d (5) [: put the current drawing format in the stack (6)]: exit the stack and return to the drawing state before the left square bracket [ (7) +: rotate the angle δ to the left or counterclockwise direction. By this command, the turtle's next state will change from (x, y, α) to (x, y, α + δ). The positive direction of the specified angle is counterclockwise and the negative direction is clockwise.
(8) -: rotate the angle to the right or clockwise, and by this command, the turtle's next state will change from (x, y, α) to (x, y, α − δ).
If the transformation rule is applied to an initial string (or letter) many times, a longer string will be generated, this string will be used to draw a graph once called level 1, and n times correspond to level n. Generally, the selected number of stages should not be too high, and level 2-8 is usually selected. Once the following parameters are input in the process of drawing, the ever-changing fractal graph can be drawn: axiom (initial element), production formula (generator element), compression factor, iteration number, and angle increment δ. To illustrate the generation process of the fractal graph, two examples are presented as follows:
Example 1: Given the initial angle is 0°, angle increment δ = 90°, axiom w: f + f + f + f, generating
The initial element is presented as Fig. 1(a) shows, and Fig. 1 (b)-(d) are generated when the number of iterations n = 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
Example 2: The simple forward and backward format of the branch structure-fractal tree. Given the angle increment σ = 25.7°, axiom w: f, generation formula p1:
[+f]hf, p2: h → hh, compression factor 1/3, and Fig. 2(a), (b) , and (c) are generated respectively in the case of iteration times n = 1, 2, and 6 respectively.
Design of clothing pattern in complex dynamical system
Based on the fractal theory described in Section 2, the computer pattern technology is combined with complex dynamical system theory to generate fractal art graphics by computer programming in this section, and the generation of complex dynamical system and the methods of changing the color parts of graphics are analyzed in detail.
Design method of garment printing pattern for complex dynamical system
Most of the graphs generated based on Julia's set theory [14] have irregular shapes, fine structures, local and global similarities, symmetry across different scales, and so on. The flow chart of Julia set's pattern design is shown in Fig. 3 , where c is the given parameter, Z 0 is the initial point, N is the maximum number of iterations, R is the escape radius, and there are a total of n × m initial points. x min , y min , x max , and y max are the minimum and maximum values on the X-and Y-axes respectively, and the iterative function can be changed accordingly. In Fig. 3 , the initial point of iteration is given: j = 0(j ∈ (0, N)), x 0 = x min + v x ⋅ Δx, y 0 = y min + v y ⋅ Δy.
Pattern design of complex dynamical system based on Julia set
Flowers are most widely used in fashion design, of which shape, color, and posture are regarded by people as a symbol of good happiness [15] , and therefore, flower graphics are widely used in clothing, home textiles, and other textiles as decorative patterns. This is not only because people love the beauty of flowers, but also in the design of textile patterns, flower patterns have the characteristics of strong flexibility and wide applicability. From the aspect of pattern composition, the flower image can be naturally and flexibly organized whether it is a single pattern or a combination pattern and a continuous strip or a planar extension.
Fractal art graphics are protean, which have different shapes and are a simulation of nature. In this section, the complex dynamical system is mainly used to carry out pattern design, and two types of common flower pattern based on Julia set are presented.
Triangle flower type. Based on Julia's plot program, a series of triangular patterns can be designed, of which pattern color is mainly warm as shown in Fig. 4 . The three patterns in Fig. 4 are all generated by Julia's set, and their iterative functions are Z = Z 3 + tan(c) + c, Z = Z 3 + c, Z = Z 3 + c respectively, and the value of parameter c is given below the pattern.
Quadruple pattern. 
L-system design of garment geometric patterns
Based on the above fractal theory analysis, it can be seen that the graph generated by the L-system is linear. The graph generated by the L-system can not only simulate the growth of plants such as flowers, plants, and trees in nature, but also can generate various geometric figures with fine structures. Combining with computer graphics technology, a series of source codes to generate geometric patterns that can meet people's esthetic needs are compiled in this study.
L-system pattern design method
As mentioned above, once the influence factors of L-system plotting are determined, the fractal graph can be generated through repeated iterations of computer programs. The program flow chart of the L-system pattern is shown in Fig. 6 .
L-system pattern geometrical design
Geometrical design and flower design are common themes in clothing design, of which rich and colorful decorative form is deeply loved by people [16] , and it is an indispensable decorative form for beautifying life. The organizational foundation of geometrical design is composed of rehearsals and interweaves of points, lines, and faces, extending from a certain angle, distance, and direction, and organized into esthetic, visual, rigorous, and implicit forms of expression according to certain principles [17] . The geometrical design is the organic combination of various visual elements making people feel rich and unified, diverse, and organized, which is full of symbolism and form and exudes infinite artistic charm.
The loop iteration of L-system can be used to draw various geometric figures, which have different degrees of self-similarity, infinite mosaic, and fine structure, which cannot be compared with the traditional geometric figures [18] . As the oldest participant in clothing design elements, the concrete language has been put aside and a more simple way is used to reflect the pure form of modeling vocabulary and decorative forms in geometric patterns. According to the composition principle of the L-system, a program for generating geometric patterns is written using MATLAB language, and the following geometric patterns are designed [19] . Paper-cut patterns 1. All graphs in the graph have a common generation rule P: F + F--F-F--F--FF, the initial angle θ = 0°, the angle increment δ = 60°, and the step size is 1/3d, but the initial element and iteration number are different (Fig. 7) . The initial elements of the four graphs (a), (b), (c), and (d) are w1: F++F++F, which is a regular triangle with the initial element twist angle α = 60°, and the iteration times are n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4, respectively; (e), (f ), (g), and (h) the initial elements of the four graphs are w2: F + F + F + F, which is a square, α = 90°, and the iteration times are n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 respectively.
Paper-cut patterns 2. In Fig. 8 , all graphics have a common generation rule P: F + F--FF--F--FF--F + F, the initial angle θ = 0°, angle increment δ = 60°, and step size is 1/4d, but the initial element and iteration number are different. The initial elements of the graphs (a), (b), (c), and (d) are w1: F++F++F, and the initial element twist angle α = 60°. The iteration times are n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 respectively; (e), (f), (g), and (h) the initial elements of the four graphs are w2: F + F + F + F, α = 90°, and the iteration times are n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 respectively.
The formation of clothing patterns

Individual pattern
The most basic pattern unit and organization form in pattern design is the unit pattern, which mainly refers to the pattern that can exist and be used independently in shape and structure without connection and continuity with other forms [20] . There is no restriction on the appearance of individual patterns, which can be combined with other patterns to form suitable patterns or continuous patterns in pattern design and can also be used as decorative patterns alone. The structure of the individual patterns should be clear and can directly reflect the movement of the pattern shape, which is the concrete embodiment of the image spirit and interest. The composition of the individual patterns should be clear in primary and secondary [21] , strengthening the main part, and the secondary part often plays the role of filling and foil. Individual patterns are the basis of all patterns, which can be divided into two forms: homogeneous and balanced in form and layout. Homogeneous type is also called symmetrical type, which is characterized by regular pattern structure, including absolute symmetry and relative symmetry [22] . Absolute symmetry is based on the central axis or center point, and patterns are symmetrical up and down, left and right, or in multiple faces around the central axis or center point, so that patterns form an absolute alignment structure. According to the different angles of symmetry, it can be divided into two forms: left-right symmetry and rotational symmetry as shown in Fig. 9 .
The characteristic of balance type is not limited by the center point and the center axis in modeling and spatial arrangement, and its structural form is more flexible and free, but the size and color of the internal elements remain balanced in the whole; this kind of graphic has a prominent theme, relaxed image, and flexible style.
Suitable pattern
Suitable pattern refers to the pattern composition suitable for a specific shape in the shape, among which the common shapes are triangle, circle, square, hexagon, semicircle, plum blossom, peach, gourd, etc. The suitable patterns are equipped with beautiful forms, vivid images, rigorous structure, and rich colors, which can be arranged and combined as basic patterns or used alone [23] .
The structure for suitable patterns can also be divided into two types: homogeneous and balanced types. Homogeneous type includes vertical type, centripetal type, centrifugal type, centripetal centrifugal type, rotary type, and conversion type. The balanced form of composition is relatively free, but attention should be paid to the relationship between spatial layout forms such as density, reality and direction, and the image before each other. As shown in Fig. 10 , the suitable pattern can be classified as complex dynamical system pattern and L-system geometric pattern.
Continuous pattern
The continuous pattern develops in two or four directions with a simple pattern unit, becoming a strip-shaped pattern or a pattern surface with a certain length. The biggest characteristic of continuous patterns is the continuity of patterns, with rhythm and rhythm beauty. Continuous patterns have a wide range of applications, such as architecture, decoration, textile, clothing, ceramics, and other design fields. The continuous pattern of the pattern is mainly two-dimension series pattern [24] . The two-dimension series pattern is also called ribbon patterns or lace, which is a strip-shaped pattern with unit patterns arranged up and down or left and right continuously and repeatedly according to a certain rule. The skeleton of the two-dimension series is designed according to the principle of repetitive rhythm, reflecting a strong sense of rhythm and rule. In the process of designing, the importance should be attached to the relationship between the structural continuity and units and density and movement of patterns, to make the forms naturally interpenetrate with each other, and avoid stiff connection and lacking coherence and integrity. There are three forms in the two-dimension series pattern, which are scatter type, vertical type, and corrugated type [25] .
The scatter type usually appears repeatedly on the screen according to a certain direction and distance with one or several basic patterns as elements, of which arrangement features are point-shaped. In scatter-type two-dimension series pattern design, the relationship between points should be handled carefully: points cannot be too far away from each other, or else, there is no sense of echo; meanwhile, the distance should not be too short, or else, the picture will be too compact, that can result in stiff visual feeling. Therefore, the designed density should be reasonable as shown in Fig. 11 .
The individual patterns are arranged and continued in a vertical manner, of which organization is relatively simple, and only one or more than two kinds of individual patterns are generally arranged in sequence. The composition of vertical patterns is characterized by a stable center of gravity with the meaning of solemn and loyal the two-dimension series vertical type pattern is presented as shown in Fig. 12 .
In the corrugated-type pattern design, a unit element pattern is usually taken as the parent, which repeatedly appears on the screen according to a certain direction and distance, forming a wavy organizational form of the curve. The corrugated type includes straight corrugation and curved corrugation, and the former is the connection of unit patterns with straight lines, in which straight turning part will form obvious corners and the whole pattern will be strong. Curved corrugation unit patterns are connected by undulating waves with smooth, free and soft forms, which are shown in Fig. 13 .
6 Results and discussions-design and application of clothing printing pattern based on computer graphics pair
Researchers have made a lot of achievements in the research of using fractal theory and computer technology to directly generate fractal decorative patterns. However, less research has been done on the further composition design of these patterns. The composition of clothing patterns is to deform, rotate, and copy the basic elements, then arrange them according to certain rules and combine them into different composition forms. The basic pattern forms the structural feature of repeated and continuous clothing patterns through repeated circulation and connection and extension. Therefore, in view of the shortcomings of the current fractal art pattern directly generated in the form of clothing pattern, this section is focused on the design and application of complex dynamic system pattern and L-system geometry pattern in the form of clothing pattern. 
Application of fractal pattern in silk scarves printing pattern
Silk scarves are extremely important clothing accessories in people's daily life, which are equipped with unique cultural characteristics and influenced by esthetic tastes and customs. Pattern is the soul of silk scarves and also the crucial factor for consumers to choose silk scarves. The traditional silk scarves mainly include exquisite printing patterns, various plants and geometry. In this study, the fractal art pattern with a more contemporary sense is applied to the design of silk scarves, bringing new elements to the design of silk scarves. The commonly used square towels are 110 cm × 110 cm, 88 cm × 88 cm, and 52 cm × 52 cm, and long towels are 180 cm × 52 cm, 160 cm × 35 cm, and 140 cm × 26 cm. According to the form of clothing pattern and the related factors of pattern design, the fractal pattern is used to design silk scarves in this study.
Symmetry is a common pattern form, and the figure with symmetrical structure makes people feel relatively neat and stable. Once the two sides of the symmetry axis are basically consistent visually and a balanced state can be reached, it can show a lively, varied, and dynamic artistic feeling. Based on the basic patterns ( Fig. 14a and b) and other auxiliary patterns, the silk scarf pattern is designed as shown in Fig. 14c according to the symmetry beauty principle of pattern design.
A square silk scarf with a size of 88 cm × 88 cm is designed by using the basic pattern diagram of the complex dynamical system. The individual patterns designed by the computer are shown in Fig. 15(a) , in which the color of orange is used as the main color and complementary blue as appropriate to reconcile the monotony of the picture, which makes the patterns bright and vigorous but not too exciting, sharp, and dazzling. According to the formal beauty rules of pattern design, the individual patterns are a) b) Fig. 11 The two-dimension series scatter-type pattern arranged in scattered square patterns to obtain the square silk scarf pattern as shown in Fig. 15(b) . The contrast color configuration can produce a strong and lively, bright, and eye-catching feeling. Finally, the silk scarf pattern is made into a real object through digital printing, and the real object diagram as well as the wearing effect diagram are obtained, which are presented in Fig. 15 (c) and (d) respectively.
Application of fractal pattern in garment fabric printing pattern
Patterns are widely used in the field of clothing, especially in the design of clothing fabrics. Patterns, materials, colors, and styles together constitute the four elements of clothing fabric design. Nowadays, there is a decreasing trend in garment fabrics without patterns on the market, because patterns can enhance fashion sense and artistic sense of clothing and also become a special requirement for people to pursue the perfection of clothing, which will be integrated into the design of fashion fabrics more and more and have a wide application prospect. From the point of view of clothing, the composition of clothing patterns is mostly based on the continuous pattern of four sides, and various patterns can be produced through the orderly repetition, transformation or cross combination, arrangement, rotation, and color change of basic patterns. The geometric pattern figure generated by L-system is selected as the basic pattern for fabric pattern design, which is shown in Fig. 16(a) , and then the pattern is designed according to the formal beauty rules of the pattern design further, to obtain the fabric pattern through continuous arrangement as shown in Fig. 16(b) .
The fabric pattern shown in Fig. 17(b) is obtained by selecting the suitable basic pattern (Fig. 17a ) generated by the complex dynamical system as the basic pattern for fabric pattern design, and then the secondary design on the pattern is conducted according to the formal beauty rules of pattern design. Similarly, Fig. 18(b) can be obtained based on the basic pattern as shown in Fig. 18(a) .
The pattern generated by the complex dynamical system is selected as the basic pattern for fabric pattern design, which is shown in Fig. 19(a) and then the pattern is designed for the second time according to the formal beauty rule of pattern design, to obtain the fabric pattern through continuous arrangement as shown in Fig. 19(b) . Finally, the fabric pattern is digitally printed and a 2-m physical figure can be obtained as shown in Fig. 19(c) and (d) .
In the design process of garment fabric printing patterns, designers should conduct design patterns according to different consumer demand and different product use, and some patterns are suitable for clothing, but not necessarily for silk scarves, thus determining the purpose of products means the general direction of pattern design is clear. In addition, color is the primary factor to attract consumers, which requires designers to have a very proper grasp of pattern color, and the reasonable use can make pattern effect more colorful and form esthetic feeling more intense; otherwise, the design pattern will appear neither fish nor fowl.
Conclusion
Fractal graphics can be generated by computer programming; by changing parameters, various artistic patterns with different shapes can be generated. As a new design resource, fractal has attracted people's attention in the field of design. This paper firstly analyzes the fractal theory and L-system generation method, and then the computer pattern technology is combined with complex dynamical system theory to generate fractal art graphics by computer programming, where the generation methods of clothing pattern in complex dynamical system are analyzed in detail. Combining with computer graphics technology, a series of source codes to generate geometric patterns that can meet people's esthetic needs are compiled, to obtain the L-system design results of garment geometric patterns. Based on the aforementioned study results, a series of clothing patterns formation are presented. Finally, the fractal pattern generation theory studied in this paper is applied to conduct the actual design of silk scarves and garment fabric patterns. Based on the experimental result, it shows that it is completely feasible to design clothing fabric printing patterns based on fractal theory, and the unusual artistic patterns designed have very considerable practical value.
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